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Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study
	100% complete coverage of all official objectives for exam 70-293  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you're ready for the exam when all objectives on the list are checked off  
	Step-by-step exercises are linked to MasterSims and CertCams on the CD-ROM--so you can watch, listen, and try the exercises live  
	Inside the Exam sections in every chapter highlight key exam topics covered  
	Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real exam  


Covers all Exam 70-293 planning and maintaining topics, including:

TCP/IP * DHCP * DNS * NAT * Routing and Remote Access * High Availability * Clustering and Load Balancing * Network Security * Certificate Services * Authentication * Server Roles

The best fully integrated study system available. CD-ROM includes:

	Complete MasterExam practice testing engine, featuring:  
	One full practice exam  
	Detailed answers with explanations  
	Score Report performance assessment tool  
	MasterSim interactive task simulation software  
	CertCam videos of key exercises from the Study Guide  
	ezFlashcards quick-study program for your PC or Pocket PC  
	Electronic book for studying on the go
    with free online registration:

    
	One-hour LearnKey video training session  
	Bonus downloadable MasterExam practice test  


About the Author

Diana Bartley, MCSE, MCP+I, MCT, A+, Network+, (Manitoba, Canada) is a Systems Consultant, Certified Trainer, and co-author of several books, including Windows 2000 Directory Services Design Exam Cram for Coriolis and the Server+ Study Guide from Sybex.
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Growing Bone, Second Edition (Medical Intelligence Unit (Unnumbered))Landes Bioscience, 2007

	Growing numbers of men and many more women are suffering from crippling bone loss called osteoporosis. By 2050 50% of Americans over 50 will be at risk of, or actually have, osteoporosis. In this book the reader will meet the newest real and possible bone builders and learn how they might work. These include novel steroids, an osteogenic...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2010

	Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with specific devices. You'll learn the...
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MySQL Administrator's Guide and Language Reference (2nd Edition)MySQL Press, 2006
Written by the creators of MySQL and edited by one of the most highly respected MySQL authors, the MySQL Administrator's Guide 			and Language Reference is the official guide to installing MySQL, to setting up and administering MySQL databases, and to storing and...
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Building Wireless Community Networks, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2003
Building Wireless Community Networks is  about getting people online using wireless network  technology. The 802.11b standard (also known as WiFi) makes  it possible to network towns, schools, neighborhoods, small  business, and almost any kind of organization.  All that's  required is a willingness to cooperate and...
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Scheduling and Congestion Control for Wireless Internet (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	This brief proposes that the keys to internet cross-layer optimization are the development of non-standard implicit primal-dual solvers for underlying optimization problems, and design of jointly optimal network protocols as decomposition of such solvers. Relying on this novel design-space oriented approach, the author develops joint TCP...
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Aspects of Natural Language Processing: Essays Dedicated to Leonard Bolc on the Occasion of His 75th BirthdaySpringer, 2009


	This book is dedicated to Professor Leonard Bole on the occasion of his 75th

	birthday, and contains essays written by his friends, former students and col-

	leagues to celebrate his scientific career. For many years Leonard Bole has played

	an important role in the Polish computer science community. He was especially

	known for...
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